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 No dog in that fight - Congress imposed CWA mandates
 Reagan Revolution - EPA budget cut 22%
 New Federalism Devolution - biosolids use and disposal 

stays local
 Administrator Anne Gorsuch - Superfund-gate, Rita Lavelle’s 

perjury, contempt of Congress, Gorsuch “thrown-under-the-
bus”

 Just before publication EPA back-off a proposed 98% cap 
during OMB review (98% Cr = 840 mg/kg)

 Signed Nov. 25, 1992 - George H. W. Bush lame duck 
administration

 Published Feb. 19, 1993 - Bill Clinton (pro-environment)

 Milorganite® - marketed as slow release N turf 
fertilizer since 1926

 Few state limits (Tobacco food crop)
 Fertilizer regulates only N-P-K label
 1970s - Food crop cadmium (Cd) uptake
 Maryland 1st environmental permit
◦ 50 ppm Cd limit, Milorganite hit 120 ppm Cd 

 Milwaukee adopts local Cd limit 
◦ Master Lock discharged 80% of Cd
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 Land application
◦ “discharge” of pollutants, “recycle” nutrients or 

“disposal” of solid or hazardous waste?
◦ 1988 Congress bans Deep Ocean disposal 
◦ Dumping till 1993

 Precautionary Principle
 No pollutant above soil background

 Risk assessment - Do no harm
◦ Allow additional trace pollutants to soil without adverse 

effects  

 Before Subpart B of Part 503 (2/19/1993)
◦ 40 CFR Part 257 (1977).  Cd, pathogen reduction and 

PCBs (soil incorporation if over 10 & less than 50)  
 Solid waste means . . . sludge from a waste water 

treatment plant . . . except [bio-]solids . . . from point 
sources subject to [NPDES] permits . . . .  42 USC section 
6903 (27) 

 - action forcing deadlines to promulgate risk based limits 
and practices, section 405 of CWA 

 Without land application standards that limit the 
concentration of pollutants in biosolids, 
Removal Credits could not be granted to 
industrial users

 Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) v. EPA, 790 F.2d 289 (3rd 
Cir. 1986) (Reagan 1984 pretreatment rule invalid) 

 1987 Amendments to CWA 
◦ Congress briefly extended the mandate of the Court of 

Appeals until August 31, 1987 to promulgate biosolids 
standards

 “We leave for another day the puzzling question of 
how to compel a recalcitrant agency to perform a 
duty it has repeatedly by order to carry out, by 
Congress and the courts.  Until that time, we wash 
our hands of the sludge problem.” 

 Chicago Assn. of Commerce v. EPA, 873 F.2d 1025 (7th Cir. 
April 1989) (no removal credits until biosolids standards) 
(Cudahy, J.) 

 Part 503 proposed Feb. 6, 1989
 Gather more data - NSSS 
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 Enhance pretreatment standards
 Improve local limits and programs 
 Improve scientific basis of pretreatment limits
 Aggressive enforcement against NPDES permittees 

both SIUs and POTWs
◦ Phase 1 (1989) EPA enforces against 61 POTWs 
◦ Phase 2 (1990) 69 more POTWs and 186 SIUs
◦ Initiative results in 670 penalty actions by EPA, states 

and POTWs (not including citizen suits)

◦ Leather Industries - most requested removal credit from 
Part 424 BACT (3,000 mg/kg chromium)
◦ City of Pueblo, CO (selenium toddler access to 

highways)
◦ Mil. Metro (pellet bag sale is different use/low risk)
◦ AMSA (now NACWA) (Chicago dedicated farms not 

disposal)
◦ Three Molybdenum Petitioners settled after EPA 

reconsidered the Mo limits, 59 Fed. Reg. 9095 (Feb 25, 
1994)
◦ Anti-biosolids Advocates did not challenge the Part 503 

paradigm, nor intervene in the cases

 Cases transferred and consolidated D.C. Cir. Appeal 
Court

 Wine glass of heat dried pellets 
 Oral argument, Judge Wald ask EPA about the 

difference between studies of toxic Hex-Cr and 
nontoxic Trivalent chromium

 Congress ordered: 
◦ Numeric standards and management practices 

adequate to protect public health and the 
environment from any reasonably anticipated 
adverse effects of each pollutant

 Limits must have some relationship to risk
 Based on evidence of risk, not merely a margin of 

safety 

 Gross Application Scenario arbitrarily included all 
“sludge uses” to wit: heat dried bag sales to 
homeowners

 Statistically derived pollutant “caps” not based on 
concentrations which may adversely affect health or 
environment - not risk based according to law

 Limits not based on risk will mislead consumers on the 
degree of safety.  False government compelled 
speech undercuts public acceptance

 Chicago’s dedicated “beneficial” use sites wrongly 
misclassified as “disposal sites” - Stigma

 Relief requested - remand on heat dried pellet use 
and invalid standards not based on risk assessment.
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 Agency must justify its failure to take account of 
circumstances that appear to warrant different 
treatment for different parties 

 Either justify “one-size-fits-all” highly 
conservative assumptions on the rate and 
durance of biosolids use or provided more 
tailored caps that fit the data in the record on 
heat dried pellet use

 10 mt/ha x 100 years vs. 2.2 mt/ha x 20 yrs

 Upon remand, MMSD did not pursue new pollutant 
standards for pellets sold in bags to consumers based 
on actual application rates
◦ Decade of State rule making proceedings  

 Begin 48-state annual reporting
 Begin paying fees (often dry tons sold)
 How many 503 state issued permits?
◦ One time state approval (NOI)
◦ Full NPDES permitting 

 Limited State interest in delegation of Part 503 
program
◦ No $$ = no incentive to seek delegation

 State law variation expected
◦ Florida Urban Turf Rule

 State regulation varies for Bags vs. Bulk use
 Florida rule variance 
◦ Analytic results must be in-State certified lab
◦ NELAP certification (National Environmental Laboratory 

Certification Program)

 States may regulate Cr
◦ Ossification of science
◦ State agency rule making burdens & procedures

 Non pica toddler soil consumption most sensitive 
pathway

 Plant uptake minor to irrelevant risk
 No evidence that caps would prevent “backsliding” 

of biosolids quality 
 Law does not require pollutant elimination
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 Pueblo - I/I naturally high selenium
 Pathway 3 = HEI non-pica toddler daily 

consumption of biosolids/soil
 100 mg/kg Se table 1 ceiling in biosolids 
 100 kg/hectare Se table 2 cumulative = toddler 

safe
 Pueblo’s actual biosolids use = application to 

highway median strips with low potential for public 
contact or toddlers  

 More restrictive caps are not lawful merely 
because more restrictive

 Little risk from land application biosolids
 Margin of safety is not a blanket one-way ratchet 

to tighten standards
 “Statutes do more than point in a direction such as ‘more 

safety.’  They achieve a particular amount of that objective, 
at a particular costs in other interests.  An agency cannot 
treat a statute as authorizing an indefinite march in a 
single direction.” Judge Posner

 Molybdenosis eradicated 
 44 mg/kg rounded down to 40 mg/kg protects grazing 

ruminants the risk of molybdenum induced copper 
deficiency via forage grown on biosolids

 George O’Connor, Robert Brobst, Rufus Chaney, 
Ron Kincaid, Lee McDowell, Gary Pierzynski, Alan 
Rubin and Gary Van Riper, A Modified Risk 
Assessment to Establish Molybdenum Standards for 
Land Application of Biosolids, J. of Environ. Qual. 
30:1490-1507 (2001)

 Part 403, App G lists PCBs at 4.6 mg/kg
 App G = no adverse effect level based on most limiting 

of 14 pathways for 12 organic pollutants 
 2.3 mg/kg is “corrected” PCB limit

 Rufus Chaney, James Ryan & George O’Connor.  
Pathway Analysis of Terrestrial Risks in Land-
Applied Biosolids Based on Field Measured 
Transfer Coefficients, Proceedings of the 
Conference on Management of Fate of Toxic 
Organics in Sludge Applied to Land. Tech. U of 
Denmark, Copenhagen (April 30 to May 2, 1997)
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 Few “corrections” to 1993 rule
 Pretreatment works
 Industrial discharges to POTWs down
 Residential trace organic chemicals (TOrCs)
 No harm from biosolids pollutants in soil managed 

pursuant to Part 503 paradigm
 Beneficial use widely accepted, except organic-food-

certification-discrimination of biosolids organic 
pedigree 
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